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Salerno, September 19th

Now the German swing back from the Salerno bridgehead has begun to move.

After ten days the Fifth Army at last knows what it is like to have a little

elbow room. Up towards the narrower Salerno end of the bridgehead the Germans

can still plant shells and mortar bombs on us anywhere from the hills to the

sea but their shelling always spasmodic is now on the decline.

Down towards the southern end where we have taken Battipaglia and its

famous tobacco factory and are pushing through towards Monte Corvino and

further inland there are actually places which the German shells cannot reach.

But even there we had become so accustomed to them that we still look up on

hearing the whine of one of our own shells to ask ’’-which way”.

Me can hardly Believe that we are no longer overlooked by the enemy. The

swing back is pivoted on Vietri and Salerno where the G-erman positions come

nearest to the sea. But there also we are feeling cur way up the road from

Salerno. The G-erman grip is loosening on such battered peaks as White Cross Hill,
the Snout and the Pimple, which stick out above the foothills inland from Salerno*

There are two reasons for this breaking up of the bridgehead. One is the

Eighth Army now threatening the important central road junction of Potenza. The

other is the daily and nightly punishment which the Germans have been talcing
in the bridgehead hills for ten days.

Ever since the first gun batteries were landed on the beaches they have

been pounded mercilessly in addition to the daily shelling by the navy. German

deserters have been coming in for the past day or so and like the prisoners

they care all what the troops call ”shell happy.” They all tell the same story

as they used to do in Tunisia - that they cannot stand our shelling.

Two commando troopers who opened fire with a Bren gun on half a dozen

Germans advancing uxa a hillside were astonished to find them bursting into

shrieks of hysterical laughter. They had been shell shocked until they had lost

control of their emotions. While all the signs are that the Germans will

ultimately retreat., there are one or two hill lines on -which they might -choose

to fight delaying actions. Once the Germans start pulling back they always try

to move fast in order to reach their next defence line before -we can make contact

again. There are two ways of finding out what the Germans are doing. One is

the orthodox method of sending out patrols. The other is information -which

comes in from Italians,
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